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Abstract 

Ue consider a left-right symmetric model with three generations and 
with eh« standard assignments of feraion and scalar fields. The left-
right syaasttry gives rise to a unique conserved lepton nuober which is 
of the Zel'dovich-Konopinski-Mahmoud type. The neutrino «ass Matrix 
yields one Dirac and on« Majorana neutrino, both in the light and in the 
heavy sector. Up to small mixings with right-handed neutrinos, the left-
handed v, and v. combine to th« light Dirac neutrino whereas v ia the 

e t li 
light Majorana neutrino. With a right-handed scale in the TeV range all 
light neutrino masses c*n naturally be of the order of several eV despite 
the large hierarchy in the charged lepton masses. Phenoaenological con
sequences of the model are discussed. 
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». Introduction 

In a large variety of models unifying the fundamental interactions 
neutrinos arc in general Massive. This ia the case for aost extensions 
of the standard model of alectroweak interactions [l) or of its grand 
unified counterpart [2]. in particular for nodeIs with left-right 
symmetry (3). Since neutrinos are electrically neutral they can have 
both lepton number conserving Oirac aass terms and lepton number violat
ing Majorana SUMS terms [4 J. tn Bedels with only Dirac «asses it is hard 
to understand why neutrinos have nasses which must be orders of Magni
tude sMaller than those of the corresponding charged leptoaa. Thus, 
Massive neutrinos «re generally espected to be Majorana fersiions. Seiall 
Majorana neutrino nasses can be generated naturally by the so-called 
acesaw «echaaisa 15J involving en energy scale auch larger than the Fermi 
scala. In aodels based on SU(2), «SU(2)R>U(t) (6,7) the breaking of 
SU(2)_ sets this scale. With this scale in the phenoaenologically interesti::̂  
TeV range the electron neutrino can have a aass of the order of eV while 
v and v tend to acquire aassea which are difficult to reconcile (7,8) 
with cosaological constraints. 

In recent years interest in aassive neutrinos has bean greatly 
stimulated by the ITEP tritiua beta decay experiaant (9] which claims 
to find a aass for the electron antincutrino between 17 and 40 tV. This 
claim has not gone unchallenged [10) and very recently an upper bound 
a- < 18 eV has been reported by a group at SIN fll]. On the other hand, 
the upper liait on the aaaa of an unaixed electron Majorana neutrino 
obtained froa neutrinolcss double beta decay is 2 - 10 eV [12] with con
siderable theoretical uncertainty involved. In a different context, 
aassiv« neutrinos are sarioua candidates for the dark aceter in the 
universe with preferred aasscs «gain in the eV range (for a recent review 
>ee [13]). 

Although the experimental situation reaains to be settled the simplest 
way to reconcile a aassive electron neutrino with the negative results 
of neutrinolcss double beta decay experiments is to assuae the electron 
neutrino to be a Oirac particle (for other somewhat less natural solutions 
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see (U)). A Dirac scace will eaerge if che underlying Cheory exhibits 
soae additional U(l> syaaetry leading to degenerate Kajorana aass eigen-
scaccs. Of course, che corresponding conserved lepcon nuaber cannoc be 
expecced co be of che usual Cype because ochervise we would again be 
confronted wich Che aforeaeacioned problea of having to explain the saall 
neutrino assses. 

The aain purpose of Che present paper is co address che following 
two questions concerning che lepconic seccor of che ainiaal SU(2). »SU(2) * 

4* K 

- U(«) B. L aodel: 
I) Does Che aodel allow for a conserved lepcon nuaber without iucroducing 

addicional feraions? 
2} Can the Ifft-right syaatcry be used Co constrain the neutrino asss 

ascrix in a way consistent wich cosaological constraints such chat 
a is of order eV? 

v e 
The second problea LB highly non-trivial because a priori the se«sau 

x*chanisa tends Co produce a aass hierarchy auch larger than for charged 
ieptoos. If SL. i s In the phenoaenologically interesCing eV range the 

e 
cosaological asss bound [IS] in general requires v , v to be sufficiently 
unstable which is very d i f f icu l t to achieve in the ainircal model [7 ,S! . 
Without enlarging the aodel in a rather drastic manner to provide for 
invisible decays or annihilation channels [16,17] the cosaological bound 
and m * O(eV) can only be reconciled in a natural way i f the light 

w e 
neutrino asss spectrua i s corjpletely differenc froa a l l other tension 
mass spectra. 

The answers to both questions posed above turn out co be positive 
and, for the nuaber of generacions n_ - 3, chey lead co a unique aodcl 
characterized by a conserved lepcon nuaber of the Zel'dovich-Konopxnski-
Manaoud (ZKM) type [18) . Up to saall aixings, cwo of the left-handed 
neutrinos which on phcnoaenological grounds are chosen as v and v 
coabine to fora a Dirac neutrino whereas v i s a Maiorana part ic le . An 

u 
analogous situation occurs in Che heavy lepcon sector wich the right-
handed neuerinos. In ceras of the usual lepton nuabers the ZKM lepcon 
nuaber L is given by L • L - L . The aasses a • a and a are of 

• t v„ v, v u 
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the same order of Magnitude and thus nay all be in the eV range. 
A distinctive feature of left.-ris.ht symmetric models is that parity 

P is a symmetry of che Lagrangian which is broken spontaneously. 
Since the fermion generations are indistinguishable prior to spontaneous 
symmetry breaking (SSB) P can actually be defined in msay different ways 
(19) which ran be viewed as combinations of che standard definition of P 
wich some horizontal symmetry. For n • J ye find a unique choice of P 
which restricts the neutrino mass matrix in a non-trivial way. The result
ing model exhibits che U O ) Z K M symaetry discussed above. Thus, lefc-right 
symmetry may be responsible for the existence of a conserved leptoo number 
and consequently for Che Dirac character of the electron neutrino. 

Left-right symmetric models with naturally light or even massless 
neutrinos have been suggested before [20). In contrast to our model all 
those models involve additional fermiona, sicher gauge singlet fermions 
or mirror femions or more Char, three lepton generations. Our approach 
is closesc in spirit Co Che work of Shanker [20] who discussed s four-
gene raC ion model wich a ZKM lepcon number. The main advantage of Che 
aodel presented in this paper appears co be twofold: ic contains only 
the standard leptons for three generations and it satisfies the cosaolo-
gical mass bound without having Co invoke invisible decays or annihilation 
channels. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we investigate che 
implications of a general 1/(1) symmecry on Che Yukava couplings of Che 
theory for arbitrary n_ and any number of scalar fields. The symmecry 
is assumed not co act on scalar fields in order co survive SSB. Por Che 
seesaw mechanism Co be effective for all light ncucrinos ws demand Che 
existence of n_ heavy neutrinos. It is shown that a unique model emerges 
for n

c " 3 characterized by a ZKM lepcon number I. In Sect. 3 we further 
specialize to the minimal Higgs sector to discuss rhe constraincs imposed 
by general P invariance. Requiring P to restrict the Yukawa couplings in 
s non-trivial way we arrive again at a unique model for n_ • 3 which 
turns out Co be idanrical to the one obtained in Sect. 2. In Sect. 4 the 
neutrino mast matrix is diagonaliaed. The existence oi a conserved lepcon 
number L implies that «11 light neutrinos are absolutely scable. Togecher 

http://left.-ris.ht
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W * " K G1 »a *. " *L «5 *. •« • •! C " CL ia2 Ä U *L * 
• •; C-' Cj io2 a,, •„ • h.c. (2.1) 

• i L ' 
- • 
viL * 4,0.-1), * i t 

*i« * (O.j.-I) (i - I n c) 

a 

witn che cosnolouicil «as« bound th« requirement» of \n SU(2) breaking 
tcale in the TeV range cr of a in the «V range independently tingle 

x ve 
out L - L - L . It is shown that in this cj>e all light eeutrino masses 
are of the saast order of magnitude. Their relation to the charged lepton 
masses is discussed. In Sect. 5 we impose in addition the requirement of for 
CP invariance of the Lagrangiau. Similar as for F an unconventional CF a 
transf onset ion is shown co further constrain the model in such a way That 
the light neutrino masses can be unambiguously calculated in terms of the 
mmsses of heavy neutrinos *nd of euarks and charged leptoos. With the 
heavy neutrino masses in the TeV range ail light neutrino masses turn 
out to be of Che order of eV. In Sect. 6 we discuss the connection be
tween che scale of SU(2)_ and parity breaking and the relevance of the for 
seesaw mechanisa elaborating on an observation recently made by Chang 
and Hahapatra (21 ]. Ha also determine the complete invariance group of 
our model in order to exclude any unwanted symmetries. Sect. 7 is devoted 
to a short discussion of the phenomenology of the model. Our conclusions 
arc presented in Sect. 8. Finally, an appendix contains a proof that the 
seesaw mechanise requires exactly n_ heavy neutrinos. 

2. Conserved Lepton Number 

He consider Che leptonic sector of the standard left-right symmetric 
gauge model (6,7J based on the group $«(2) L • SU(2) t » « ( 1 ) ^ . The most 
general form of the Yukawa couplings is 

the 

e) Summation over repeated indices is understood. 



•a x (7 I- 0 ) • K * *2 \ 
,*T _« a u " ( , - ° - 2 ) - H . ^ w . i . 2 ) . S . . E - S , 

foe a- generation* of leptoes aad aa arbitrary auaber of scalar fields 
• , a . . a_ with the indicated transformat ion properties under the gauge 
group. la this section we adopt the conventional definition of left-right 
symmetry implying 

Cj*- Cj (A - 1.2) . * - * < . - « (2.2) 

for the n^-dimensional Yukawa coupling matrices. 
Upon SSB 

, f» 0 0 
I 1 * i • > - — <* > . 

a D /r lo w . V 0 
a 

one gets for the aas« matrix of charged lepcons 

(2.3) 

In terms of right-handed neutrino field« 

%-£<%«;•'' .• 

..c > 

k 

(2.4) 

with vC 5 C v, T and with 

(2.5) 

the 2nr-diasnsional neutrino aass matrix M is given by 

i -J * • • . < 
(2.6) 

With the usual hierarchy of vacuum expectation value« 
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'«. ! '< '» ! • !•» i •« '»»-I (2.7) 

the atass oatrix (2.6) in general givea riae to n_ heavy and n_ light 
Majorana neutrinos via the seesaw •echanian (5|. [a the following we 
aaeuaat «L - 0 he« «as coaat hack to this cjuMtia* in Sect. *. 

So— of the Majorenn eigenstates of (2.4) eaty coahine to Oirac 
neutrinos if the theory possesses a conserved lepton niaaher L. la order 
to have genuine Dirac neutrinos we require this lepton nuaber co he 
strictly conserved and therefore all scalar fielda should he neutral 
with respect to L. k.-t.ting the corresponding BO)> transformations on 
CR« right-handed leptons in the for« 

it*.. 
• « * • *it ( 2- 9> 

m v i r i j n c e of Ly in Ecju. ( 2 . 1 ) i a p l i e s 

ie(l \ t •!'..) 
C? . . ( I - e J K ) - 0 . ( 2 . 9 ) 

To stake sure that all light neutrino» are auch lighter than their charged 
counterparts, which is certainly the case for a- • 3, we deaar.d 

dec U t a Cj * 0 . (2.10) 

;n other woids, for the ssesaw sMchanisa to be effective for all light 
neutrinos the Majorana aubaatrix u_ C_ in (2.6) swat not have tero 
eigenvalues (a aora detailed discussion can he found ia the appendix). 
(2.9) and (2.10) together iajply t,R • C._ • 0 for enough pairs of 
flavour indices i, j. The generic fora of G_ and because of (2.2) also 
of C* foi all a is therefore 

1* 
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K *, 

< . . 

* , > , * , 

0 x 

x 0 

I A 

o 
x 

( 

I. 

*2 

0}-{ 

•s. t - O c 

a. 

(i • I ») 

(2-11) 

where weak eigenster«* wich ch« saae lepce* nuaber are grouped together 
(I. * x I for k * g) and che onlv noo-xero subaatrices ar« iodicaced by 
x'%. ftecausc of (2.10) all non-vanishing subaatricea «use be quadratic, 
i.e. Che ouabers of weak eigenstac*» with lepcon nuabers I. and -f ausc 
be equal. 

Specialitlag now to «. • ] we obtain ch« unique ooo-crivial U(D> 
assignauncs 

*IR l 2 * ' * » " (2.12) 

leading to 

< ; -
«o ° «. ° (2.!l> 

tecaua« of (2.2) ch« corresponding lepcon nuabers of che left-handed 
f ie lds suae obey 

l M . # * l t ' *JL ' ° ( 2 . 1 4 ) 

•) Except for a reordering ot flavour« and the arbitrary noraalization 
of t. 
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On -he 01-er hand, invariante of C_ with respect t- '/; I J|- iaplies 

«a -. > 
C"..(l-e J ) - 0 , * - 1.2 . (2.15) 
A, IJ 

Potting everything together we «re left with only two possibilities 
patible with non-vanisaing charged lepton nasses from (2.4): 

S ) * H . - * I R - ' 

U ) l«L * l M * " » 

(2.16) 

Case ii) would require both *n extreme fine-tuning to get the correct 
charged lepton messen and s very targe SU(2)_ breaking scale. Retaining 
therefore only esse i) in the following we find that all C* and thus 
also H are diagonal. In other words, the charged lepton fields in (2.1) 
correspond to oass eigenstates. 

As a side-res»rk we note that for n_ > 3 and with i * C the a 
different non-trivial 0(1)> assignments (2.11) actually induce • inde
pendent lepton numbers as can be seen by inspection of the invariance 
conditions for the Cr. 

The unique lepton number L is of the ZKM type [ 18] in agreement 
with general results of Ublfenstein [22) and of Leung and Petcov [23]. 
For n c • 3 there are a priori Care« possibilities L -L , U # - L t , L _ _ L

T 

for L «ad we defer a more detailed discussion to Sect. 4. Again in 
accordance with [23) we observe that the generation with L • 0 completely 
decouples froa the other two generations. Vote finally that already for 
n_ • 4 the leptoa nvaber assignments would not be unique. The special 
case L - Lj • Lj - L, - L. was discussed by Shanker [20). 

In the general case of an arbitrary number of scalar fields • 
there are too asny free paraaeters to obtain any but order of magnitude 
relations between charged lepton and neutrino assses. From now on we 
therefore restrict ourselves to the ainiaal Niggs sector with s single 
• aultiplot which is known to be sufficient for a satisfactory description 
of the hadronic sector, in particular concerning CP violation [24-26). 
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For simplicity we also keep a single fi . fl_ each although the number 
of a BMltipiecs has no iapact on the predictability of the model in the 
lepconic sector. 

3. Left-Right Symmetry and Lepton 

In Sect. 2 we postulated an exact U(D> invariance of the theory 
and we established i t s unique properties far n. - 3 using the standard 
definition of lef t -r ight syaaattry. Hera we want to show that one say 
actually derive the esisceace of this conaerved leptoo nuwber by adopt
ing; a a»re general paricy transformation. 

The gauge invariant kinetic teres of lepton and scalar f ie lds 
(minimal Higgs aector) are invariant (for g, • g_) under che ge».er*l 
parity trans form« ion (I9J 

ft <«°.m) - e(u) B ( a \ - x > u w 

* L ( « ° . a ) • Up T° •p.(aVx') 

• t ( a 0 . ; ) • « p y° «^( s 0 , - ? ) (3.1 > 

• (a 0 , ; ) - • r {«° . - : ) 

«^(a0,») * - oya 0 .-») 

•a fe '** ' * ^ ^ ( K 0 , - ; ) , | a L | - I , e(u) - (-1) 
« ^ • ! 

• ) It has recently bean argued chac spontaneous CP violat ion aay require 
a aoa-aj&aisjal Miggs aaccor wich e.g. additional s inglet (271 or t r ip le t 
(28J scalar f ield«. 
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with arbitrary a_-ainanaional unitary aatricaa 0 w iaplaaanting » in 
flavour spaca. In O . I ) wo nava alraaay «a«4 tha fraaaoa) of shaaa trans-
fomncioaa for counlax f ia las Co sianl ify tna tranaConations for • ana 
4, bot tha phaaa factor a, csnnot ba traaaCernoa away in ganaral. 

r iawaxi—ca of tna Tat ans CMsaliaaa la (2 .1) for tna caaa of a 
ainianl •igga sac tor raawiras 

Hruy of tha paraamcars in «_., •_, ara, howovar. physically raaunaant 
bacausc wa ara fraa to aarfora baais tranaforantiona 

•i.rViH.« ( 3 , ) 

in tha spaca of waak aiganstatas with arbitrary unitary ««erica» w W 
Undar such a basis transformation ona also has 

CA*\«A< k m l ' * 

S.,* * "L.R \,t Vl 
(3.*) 

B « H 0 V 

.f*wtf.wJ. 

It is straightforward to convinca onaaalf that ona nay always choosa U^, 
U. such that 

U • I , ?_ • diagonal . (35) 
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In this special basis «ditch we adopt henceforth Che t invariance con
straints (3.2) rake the sitntler for« 

C* - Ck « f A - 1.2 (3.6a) 

C», - \ 0 . 6 b ) 

Fro* (3.6a) one obtains 

| C A ' V " ° A - 1.2 ( 3 . / ) 

suggesting a c lass i f i ca t ion of postibl« F transformations in ceres of 
the degeneracy of V_. 

For B_ • 3 only che case of a oon-degeaerace ° leads to interest-
ing constrainta on the coupling «atrice«, la this cat« C., C. are 
diagonal do* to (3.7) and (3.6c) can be written 

S ' VF S ?F < 3 I > 
with 

V f t y=^ « f - diag(e ' .a \ « J ) . (3.9) 

lacal l ing condition (2.10) for C_ one finds after soaja straight-
forward algebr« chat the aoo-dagsasracy *>f V_ i s p l i t s 

i« , - i o . 
« ' - « * «« t c 

O..0) 

«rieb a carcaia choice of flavour lab«Ilog laadiag to ch« uniqu« structure 
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C L ' Ct " 
fo « o) 
g 0 0; . (3.!l) 

I 
0 0 h 

For a givea choice of c «ad a. the phasee of C., C ? are :te reined by 
(3.6a). 

Thua we hav« found that an unconventional parity transformation (3.1) 
wich a non-degenerate V uniquely selecta diagonal C., G. and che structure 
(3.11) for C • C . But these condiciona arc identical to the constraint* 
derived in Sect. 2 by postulating a conserved lepton number. Therefore, 
parity as defined above enforces the existence of a °(')> invariance of 
L and consequently of the whole Lagrangian. 

The Yukawa coupling matrices are complex in general. We remark with
out proof chat on« can always choose phases in such a way that G , C, 
and G_ are real but G will then be cGiaplcx in general. Therefore, for 
u, • 0 non-trivial phases in Che neutrino mass matiix M can only arise 
from cooplex scalar vacuum expectation values. 

Before closing this section we briefly comment on the remaining 
possibilities Tor V . A completely degenerate V is equivalent t» V • I, 
a.» -I leading to the standard relations (2.2). In the case of a two
fold degeneracy of V one generation oust decouple but there are no 
constraints for the other two generations. Summarizing our findings once 
•ore we have shown chat a non-trivial parity transformation implies the 
existence of a unique conserved ZKM lepton nuaber for three generations. 

•. Weutrino Masaes 

The conserved lepton number of the previous sections leads to a 
neutrino mass matrix 

"""'"•> J <*.!> 



IJ 

wich 

MJJ - diag (a.b.c) 
( 4 . 2 ) 

O d 0 
d 0 0 
0 0 e 

assuaing again u. • 0 for che Cias» being. From (2.4) and (2.5) a, b, c 
are expected co be of che order of Che charged lepcon »asses and we have 

l « l . | b | . | c | « Idl.Ut ( 4 . 3 ) 

because of (2 .7 ) . 
The six-diswnsional stass aatrix (4.1) decomposes into two subnwicri.ee* 

corresponding co orchogonal subspaces (23]: 

0 0 a 0 

W"> m 0 0 0 b M«*> 
V a 0 0 d V 

0 b d o 

(0 

c e 
( 4 . 4 ) 

Diagonalizacion of JU'1> yields cwo Oirac neutrinos v Q and N_ ex
pressed in terms of weak eigcnsCates Co leading order in | a / d | , |b/d| 

v 0 * V,L - *2R * l b / d ' V l R * I ^ I ^ L 

|ab/d| 

MD * V.R * "k * »"""it * , b / d , t f 2 R 

( 4 . S ) 

"if * i*' 

In order not to coss?licate «steers we ha/e neglected a l l phases in 

http://subnwicri.ee*
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(A.5). Both Vg and N carry lepton number t - I. Mixing of the w*ak 
eigenstaces it suppressed by the small ratioa la/dt. 'b/d| correspond
ing to a small ratio m /m„ of neutrino masses. 

VD D 
The mtss matrix M ( > > gives rise to two Majorana neutrinos v w, H : u n n 

VM * l ( u 3 L " V3R " I C / « ' V 5 L * U/«l« 3 f ll 

• • Ic»/«l 
M 

(4.6) 
NM * W3R * W3L * , C / « I V » * l c / e' v3L 

•u * l«l 
^ M 

disregarding again all non-trivial phases. 
The following neutrino spectrum has emerged from the mass matrix 

(4.1): there are three light mass eigenstatcs two of which combine to 
* Oirac neutrino with the same pattern occurring in the heavy sector. 
Since L is strictly conserved there is no mixing between che Majorans 
and the Oirac sectors. The miring within each sector is very sautl be
cause of eh«? large scale of SU(2)_ breaking. 

The conservation of L has the important consequence that both v 
and v are absolutely stable. Therefore, their masses must comply with 
the cosmological mass limit for stable neutrinos f151 

2a • • i 100 eV . (4.7) 
0 M 

We can now discuss the three possible assignments for L. If L * 
• L - L or I • L -L a rather large S0(2)_ breaking scale is needed 

e u » T "^ R " 
to bring ch« mass of the neutrino containing v below the bound (4.7). 
Moreover, in both cases v would have a mass much below Che phenomeno-
logicaliy inctresctng eV range. Although the above two choices for L 
are certainly not excluded we concentrate in the following on Che most 
intcretcing assignment L - L - L . This is Che only case where all 
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light neutrino susses can be of the order of «V. To be «ore spec i f ic , 

we wrice 

M u N It 

(4 .8) 

allowing for at the moment arbitrary factors f_, f incorporating the 

relation between the matrix elements a, b, c in (4.2) and the charged 

lepton meases. 

A priori one would expect E. > L > I u « natural order of magni-

tude. In this case the cosmological bound (4.7) would require ft. £ 

<, 0(100 TeV). Such a lower liait for K. would push the righc-handed 

scale into a region of little phenoaenological relevance. In particular, 

the attractive explanation of C? violation due co a spontaneous breaking 

of CP in left-rignc sysssatric models [7,24,26] could not be upheld wich 

such a large scale of SU(2)_ breaking [25]. 

Is there any natural way co obtain sufficiently small values for 

f_, fj. without resorting to fine-tuning? la order to answer this question 

we first observe that the structure of quark mass matrices in che miniaal 

model under consideration implies (19,29] 

|»/»| • e^/s^ (4.9) 

if one insists on a natural explanation of the smallness of weak mixing 

angles. Furthermore, let us assume that only •, but not • couples co 

lepcons. In this c u t 

C, 2 0 

(4.10) 

•) The corresponding lower limit would be considerably bigger for L • 

• L -1 or L • L - L . 
• V Ü T 
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JO chat the coefficients a, b, c appearing in (4.5). (4.6) are directly 
proportional to the corresponding charged lepton masses. In terns of f , 
f y we obcain 

fD " fM ' ' W / V ' 2 ' ^ ' ^ * , 0 " 2 < 4 , l , ) 

and therefore finally 

a { 9 eV/« (TeV) 
"o o 

(4.12) 
• * 110 eV/a,, (TeV) . 

Consequently, a right-handed scale of several TeV ia indeed coopstible 

wich Che cosaological bound (4.7) . Although • tends Co be smaller than 

a a more precise prediction depends on the unknown heavy neutrino 
VM 

•asses • „ , • » . Nevertheless, the estimate* (4.12) are clearly consistent 

with a l l lighc neutrino aasacs in the eV range. 
The above argumenta rely crucially on che assumption that C is 

much smaller than C,. Although auch a disparity in che Yukawa coupling 
matrices i s the nose straightforward way to understand Che smallness of 
weak mixing angles in ch« quark sector one may s c i l l object co this 
scenario as fine-tuning in disguise. la the next section we therefore 
invoke CP invariance of the Lagrangian ;.o implement G. 2 0 In a natural 
way. Such a procedure i s , of course, suggested by che successful iaple-
aentation of spontaneous CP violation in tha hadronic sector [24-26]. 

S. CP Invariant Yukawa Coupling» 

In che minimal left -r ight symmetric model P and CP invarianca of 
tha Lagrangian may constrain the quark mass aetrices in a non-trivial 
way yielding relations between quark aassts and weak mixing angles (30). 
Here we want co invascigata ch« analogous problaa in ch« lepconic seccor 
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in order to find a symmetry argument for (4.10). 

As for the discussion of P invar» .»c« in Sect. 3 we set up che most 

general CP transformations leaving che gauge invariant kinetic terms of 

lepton end scalar f ie lds invariant: 

ÖJR(x°.t)T*-c(u)3JtR(«V«)TT 

ft (x°.x) - - c(u) B (x°.-J) 
u u 

• L ( x ° , x ) • Ü c p C **(x°,-x) 

(5.1) 

? R (x° ,x) * V c p C *J(x°.-x) 

• (xM) * b# • #(x°,-x) 

-L,R ( X '*> * cl.,R \.*1* '"*> 

| b j - | c t | - | c t | - I 

where U c p , V_ are again arbitrary n.-dimensional unitary matrices. Note 

that the phase factors in the transformations of the scalar f ie lds can

not be transformed away in general because we have already fixed the 

phases for the t transformatioas in (3 .1) . 

CP invariaace of che Yukawa interaction (2.1) gives r ise to the 

following relat ions: 

C» " \ ÜCP C . VCP 

°\ ' < »CT C 2 VCT 
(5.2) 

I WCP L "CP <£ - - c. U i . C, Ü, 

»; e - " - '» "a Si VCF • 
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These conditions wil l be applied to the Model of Sects. 2, 3 with 
diagonal C , C. and with C,. G given by (3 . I I I . Since the purpose of 
Che present discussion i s to find a sysnecry arguaent for C : Out sust 
have a non-singular, non-degenerate C. for real isc ic charged lepton 
•asses . 

Keeping in süod that C, is diagonal we derive from (5.2) 

so Chac boch U__ and V susc be diagonal due to Che non-degeneracy of 
C.. Ve can s t i l l siosKify aacccrs by observing chac under a general basis 
cransforaacion (3.3) 

WCP L WCP L 

v,.- * «! v„„ w* 
CP R CP R 

( 5 . 4 ) 

Alchough we have fixed our basis to a large extent in Sect. 3 we 
aay still per for» phase transforations with a diagonal V - W to 
achieve U_ * I. with such a choice of phases (3.6) and (5.2) imply 

C ; - C , V . - b . C , V c p (5.5a) 

G l - C 2 V p - b I C 2 V C P < 5 ' 5 b ) 

and thus (recall dec Cj p" 0) 

V c p - b # V p . (5.6) 

Inserting (5.6) into (5.5s) one gets 

C,(l - b j ) • 0 . (5.7) 

Ac long as we choose b j / l F and CP invariancc therefore enforce G. 5 0. 
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Comparing wich Che hadronic »ector we recall Chat an essentially unique 
•od«I of spontaneous CP violation wich quark «ass matrices constrained 
by P and CP (301 requires b* - -I and is thus consistent with the pro
posed structure of Che lepconic sector. 

We awsc still check whether C,, C_ given by (3.11) arc compatible 
wich CP invariance. Straightforward application of (5.2) shows chat this 
is indeed the case if 

< C I \ b» * " ' • »••> 

In order to present a specific example we «ay choose the following 
values for the various quantities appearing ir (3-1) and (5.1): 

P CP 

V p - diag(i.-i.l) . V c p - i v p (5.9} 

These assignments are consiscenc wich che model of spontaneous CP 
violation in che quark sector Motioned above and they yield che neuerino 
•ass aatrix discussed in previous sections with C. £ 0. As a side-remark 
we mention that we aay perfor* phaat cranaformations Co obtain real G_, 
C,, C_ conforming co the general preference of real Tukawe couplings in 
a CP invariant Lagrangian. 

By requiring oaly P and CP invarianca of the Lagrangian of the 
minimal lefc-right symmetric model we have obtained a realistic Jtptonic 
sector characterised by a conserved lepcon number of the ZKM type with 
phenomenologically incaresting neutrino masses. For completeness and in 
analogy to the hadronic model already referred co (30) we have also 
investigated whether an interesting structure for the lepcon mass macrices 
may arise in models with the standard P transformations leading Co (2.2) 
but with a general CP eransforma don (5.1). The answer is negacive pro
vided one adopts che reasonable assumption that either G.C. or C.C, it 
non-degenerate. 
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6. Seesaw Mechanic» and SU(2). and Parity Breaking 

As recently eashasised by Chang and Hohapatra [211 the assumption 
u, • O li not really justified with a generic Higgs potential without 
further qualification. Invoking the seesaw mechanise* for the neutrino 
•ass Matrix (2.6) to under itan' sasll neutrino aasses requires 

^ G L! £ 10 eV (6.1) 

as an apptoxiaete upper bound. In terms of a generic heavy neutrino asss 
•JJ (6.1) implies 

1 "l I i 10 eV/s^ 10 7«^ (TeV) (6.2) 

On the other hand, analysis of the general Higgs potential suggests (7,21) 

\ * *v 2 / t tR (6.3) 

where Y is related Co coupling conscants in the Higgs potential. Thus 

-2 I— • T|v 2 /u^| » T ( I 0 0 CeV/M,)2 - 10 Y/M, (7*V)2 
l ^ l * 2 2 

and together with (6.2) 

(6.4) 

«2 
-i <T«V> ? (TeV) i IO'Y (6.5) 

where Hj is Che ass* of the heavy charged vector boson. 
We are therefore led Co distinguish the following two possibilities: 

i) The Higgs sector is enlarged so as co ci.cuevent (6.3). 
A rather siaple enlargement was suggested by Chang et al. (31} in

volving • P odd gauge singlet scalar field n whose vacuus expectation 
value breaks P but not SU(2)_. In this way P breaking and SU(2)_ breaking 
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•re decoupled allowing for an SL'(2)_ breaking scale :a th« TeV range and 
«placing (6.3) by 

i» • o 

The bound (6.2) can be satisfied if 

\<n> /v| £ 3.I0 4'Y'SL, (TeV) (6.7) 

which according co (2ll is consistent wich predictions for <i> in 30(10) 
nodeIs. 
ii) T " 0 due to son* SYwnecry. 

The relevant part of che Higgs potential responsible for (6.3> is 
given by 121,28J 

Vl " Y. c r *l * 4 R *f * T2 " 4 L * \ *f * Y 3 " *L * fiR r * h c " 
(6.8) I 

Lafc-righc tytanerry a> defined in (1.1) implies ' 

Y* - " a^y. ( i - 1,2,3) . (6.9) 

Demanding V to be invariant under Ct transformations (5.1) as 
well and caking into accounc (5.8) one obtains the relations 

y , ( l - b*) - 0 

Y 2 ( l - b*) - 0 (6.1 

Tj(« " | b f | * > - 0 . 

In our «ode I b* t I ao chat y. * 0. By a proper choice of b. also 
y, could be nsde to vanish. However, sins« |b.| - I th« coupling constant 
y- i« not constrained by t and CP. 

On« any still entertain th« hop« that so*» other synsjctry could 
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eliainate V in (6.8). In order ;o investigate rhi* last resort we *sk 

ourselves which is the largest symmetry of the Yukawa Lagrangian (2.1) 
with (3-It) aiwt 0 •- 0. This will also serve to check if che eod>l does 
not exhibit coo amcch symmetry which after SSB could give rise to unwanted 
Coldstone bosoms. 

Omitting a straightforward analysis we simply state that che ir-
variancc group of L_ is U(I) J. One of the U(l) factors is Che gauged 
U(l)_ . while the second one is just U(l)> which acts trivially on all 
scalar fields. The reaaining U(i) is due co the fact that only • , but 
not • appears in L because of C. 5 0. However, this U(l) «ust be broken 
in the quark seccor to produce non-vanishing weak vising angles, liters 
is at most a discrete symmetry left which characterizes the so-called 
Z -model (32]. It is easy to see that this discrete syamttry docs not 
constrain the coupling constants y-, T« is» (»••)• This analysis which 
shows chat there is no unexpected sysssetry in the model also proves that 

in <6.S) cannot be eliminated by symmetry arguments. Unless there is 
some other unknown reason for T * 0 in (6.3) we are therefore led back 
Co scenario i) if we wane to accommodate light neutrinos in the eV range. 

7. Phenomenology 

The phenomenology of the present model is strongly restricted by 
:hc conserve! lepcon number L • L - L which assumes the value +1 for 
* , T , v , N. and zero for the muon family u , v^, N . Consequently, 
most of the processes usually associated with*massive neutrinos and 
broken lepton numbers cannot occur in this model. Among the forbidden 
processes are u * ey, u * as«, « U * u e , ue-conversion, K - » w e e , 
etc. Neutrino oscillations are absent for two reasons both related again 
to conservation of L: the auon family is completely decoupled and v and 
v are degenerate because of the Oirac nature of v_ which also prevents 
ncutrinoless double beta decay. 

allows « * T conversion. The correspond
ing processes are, however, of second order in ehe weak interactions and 
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Cher are in addition suppressed by the snail neutrino mixing angles (33}. 
Likewise, the production of t instead of e in v scattering i s strongly 
Suppressed because the probability of finding a v_ with posit ive hel ic i ty 
in w or K decay is sr* /m2 %, 10 

*D * 
At f i r s t sight one might suspect a gross violation of eu-umiversality 

in T decay 

T~ * u" - v . (7.2) 
u 0 

In spite of the two identical particles in the final state of the e lectro
nic channel (7.1) the rates are actually the same as in the standard V-A 
theory except for corrections of the order sjj /a* due to the interference 
terms frost the two amplitudes contributing to (7 .1)-

Since CF is spontaneously violated in our codeI we expect a non-
vanishing e lectr ic dipole moment of the electroa (EOME) [34] . To estimate 
i t s order of magnitude i t is convenient to adopt a phase convention where 
the vacuum expectation values w and u_ ar« real. It turns out that in this 
•»del W exchange contributes to the EOME at the one-loop level only if 
u, i s non-zero and complex. Taking into account the approximate bound 
(6.1) for the magnitude of u. one finds that U exchange can yield an 

-35 CDHE of at most 10 e.cm far beyond present experimental reach. Higgs 
exchange i s not expected to give a larger contribution with the possible 
exception of the doubly charged scalers t. , S-. . However, if ore intro
duces a gauge singlet scalar field n [31] to obtain a naturally small u, 
(cf. Sect. 6) the large vacuum expectation value <n>0 suppresses 4, -J_ 
mixing so that the corresponding one-loop contribution to the EDKE is 
again negl igible . 

.'.t low energies the only obvious test of the present model seems 
to be a determination of SL in tritium beta decay. The situation will 
improve considerably once multi-TeV col l iders come into operation. The 
corresponding general phenomenology of heavy charged vector bosons and 
heavy neutrinos in le f t -r ight symmetric nodeIs was discussed in (35) . 
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Specific features of our aodel arc again du« to the lepton nuaber L with 
the relevant vertices given by 

N * e M T W 0 * 1.2* 1.2 
(7.3) 

*H * "X.2- »X.2 • 
In (7.3) the heavy charged vector boson U, couples with the usual gauge 
coupling constant. Vertices involving che standard vector boson W contain 
in addition either a "•"" mixing angle 17.341 or a newcrino nixing angle 
of the order •.•,/•>_• (4.3.4.6,4 II) where a, is a charged lepcoa aess 
and SL. the corresponding heavy neutrino aar*. The couplings (7.3) yield 
characteristic signaturessuch as 

e p -» T X , pp * i T I, u II I (7.4) 

whereas processes of the type e p » u X , p p * e n X are strictly forbidden 
for purely hedronic states X. 

8. Conclusions 

We have proposed and investigated a ainiaal left-right syxesttric 
sx>del with three generations where all light neutrino assses are of the 
saae order of Magnitude. The asin ingredient of the aodel is the existence 
of a conserved lepton nuaber which forces w and v to coalesce into a 
Dirac neutrino while v is a Kajorana neutrino. The cosvological aass 
bound i t satisfied even though all light neutrinos are absolutely stable. 

We have shown that for n c • 3 chare i s a unique choice for a con
served lepton nuaber which is of the ZKM type and which is non-sero for 
two of the three generations. Of the three possibilities to assign flavour 
quantua nuabers the requireatnts of either an electron neutrino aass in 
the «V range or of an >U(2). breaking scale in the phenoaenologically 
interesting TeV range both select L - L its the conserved lepton nuaber. 
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This choice Implies the near degeneracy of l ight neucrinos. A« a byproduct, 
the Dirac nature of v guarantees that a «as« of order «V which may be 
relevant for cosmology ia not in conflict with the negative results of 
neutrinoless double beta decay experiments. Concerning experimental 
verification the only feasible way at low energies seem* to be the deter
mination of a nom-vanish?ng neutrino anas in ordinary beta decay. The 
conserved lepton number L - L forbids practically a l l rea l i s t ic processes 
at low energies such as neutrino osc i l lat ions which have been suggested 
to search for violations of the usual lepton nuabers. The situation pro
mises to be sjore interesting with the advent of aulti-TcV col l iders which 
could produce events of the type e p * T X o r p p * e t X i f the scale of 
Sl'(2)_. breaking is indeed of the order of a few TeV. 

Despite the uniqueness of the ZXM lepton nuaber for n_ - 3 one nay 
• t i l l Header about the origin of such a syanetry. We have shown that this 
symmetry may arise froa a basic building-block of the theory, i . e . l e f t -
right syanetry. Even «ore remarkably, i t turns out that for n - J the 
only parity transformation which i . capable of restrict ing the Yukawa 
couplings and consequently the neutrino mass matrix in a non-trivial way 
yields the ZKM lepton nuaber. Our analysis r e l i e s on the freedom one has 
in defining the discrete symmetries p and CP for several generations. In 
order to constrain the model even further we have also imposed CP i«vari
ance on the La»raagiea consistent with spontaneous CT violation in the 
hadronic sector. Th« resulting aodel allows for an unambiguous calculation 
of l ight neutrino aasses in terms of charged lepton and quark aasses if 
the masses of the two heavy neutrinos (one Oirac, one Hajorana as in che 
light sector) are given. Kith the heavy neutrino masses in the TeV range 
the light neutrino aasses cone out to be of order eV with a tendency for 
v to be somewhat heavier Chan the Dirac neutrino consisting of v and v . 

The ainiaal le f t -r ight symmetric model with the standard three 
feraioo generations exhibics a surprisingly rich structure mainly due to 
th« P and CP invariance of the underlying Lagrangian. In addition to i t s 
aesthetic virtues i t furnishes both a description of CP violation in 
agreement with a l l experimental data and i t allows at the sans time for 
an interesting neutrino mass spectrum of possible relevance for both 
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particl« physics and cosaology. Left-right syaaecry rcaatas a strong 
candidal« for describing physics up to TeV energies. 
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Appendix 

In Sect, 2 we argued that the determinant of the heavy Majoran« sub-
matrix in the neutrino miss matrix (2.6) aust not vanish if all light 
neutrino nasses are to fee much smaller than the corresponding charged 
lepton nasses. While this requirement is intuitively rather obvious it 
is nevertheless worthwhile to investigate in «ore detail the ca^e where 
the Majorans submatrix has a sero eigenvalue. 

By an appropriate unitary transformation the neutrino mass matrix 
can be brought into the for« (with u. • 0) 

(A. I) 

'lb' 

«D* 

.(*> 

(2) 

» 

» 

M^ - diag(0.M2 M n ) 

Mj > 0 (i - 2 n) 

Ine standard seesaw mechsnisa 151 produces light neutrino masses of the 
order M^/M^. w « «w*» want to show that in tb« present case where M « 0 
che mass matrix M has two nearly degenerate eigenvectors with mass 
• ib |. The situation is reminiscent of e pseudo-Dirac neutrino (22] 
consisting of two almost degenerate Majoran* mass eigenstates. For the 
mass matrix (A.I) the difference in the masses for the two eigenstates 
will turn out to be of order Hi/M^., i.e. the seesaw mechanism provides 
the mv '. difference rather than the masses theneclves. 

The relevant eigenvectors and eigenvalues of (A.I) can be found 
approximately by expanding in inverse powers of M. (i * 2 n). We 
therefore write 

Ä y r • i » 
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M - U. *• H . 
v I 0 

0 0 

V -4 • 
o - I (A. 2) 

V • V • V . • V , • 
o - I -l 

where the index denotes the relevant power of the heavy scale H.. We wil l 
confine ourselves to a determination of • to order tC. . 

The eigenvalue equations to order MJ* are 

«. v - 0 I o 

«, v , • M v - « v* 
I -I o o o o 

yielding as degenerate orthonoraal eigenvectors 

(A.J) 

n (A.4) 

n 
with eigenvalue 

I » C , , I • (A.5) 

Since the eigenvectors (A.' ) ere degenerate Co lowest order we could 
as well cake two orthogonal combinations of v , v as eigenvectors. 
The angle paramtcrizing this orthogonal transformation is not determined 
by (A-3) but can be fixed in the next order of the expansion. Alternativt-
ly, if we require v , v to be che lowest order approximations to the 
exacc eigenvectors we will in general have to perform e phase transforma
tion on H before setting up the eigenvalue equations. Ic is Che sero 
eigenvalue of H^ which allows for such a phase transformation without 
changing Hj. and lb <»> I. 
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To ordar \ . on« gats 

Ml *-2 * "o V-l " "o *-l * «-I ¥ o * < A M 

If v , v in (A.4) ara chosen as eigenvectors to lowest order the 
phase transformation mentioned above can and aust be chosen such that 
the quantity 

n <i>* I.. [ b'"/M. 
i-2 * J 

aa • ) b : J ' /M. is real . (A. 7) 

in fact, by a straightforward calculation of a . in (A.6) jne finds that 
the degeneracy in lowest order is lifted with the two eigenvalues given 
by 

.<'>- > ( , ) ' - a . / 2 
(A.8) 

. ( 2 ) - ! b ( , > | * W 2 . 

In other words, the quantity (A.7) gives directly the asss difference of 
the two Majoren* eigenstates to ordar hC . The corresponding corrections 
to the eigenvectors (A.4) can again be derived fro« (A.6) but we will 
not bother to write down the explicit expressions. 

Unless |b( | • 0 the neutrino aass aatrix (A.I) therefore iaplies 
two alaost degenerate Najorana neutrinos the asss of which i» of the 
order of charged lepcoa aasses. The asss difference, on the other hand, 
has a magnitude typical of a light neutrino aass induced by the seesaw 
aechanisa. Consequently, the only natural way in the present fraaawork 
to ensure that all light neutrinos ara significantly lighter than their 
charged counterparts requires a now-vanishing determinant for the heavy 
Najorana subnet rix ft,. 


